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Delay Prediction for Managing Multiclass Service
Systems: An Investigation of Queueing Theory and

Machine Learning Approaches
Elisheva Chocron, Izack Cohen , and Paul Feigin

Abstract—Customer waiting time prediction is key to managing
service systems. Predicting how long a customer will wait for service
at the time of their arrival can provide important information
to the customer and serve as a tool for the operations manager.
Recent studies that suggested machine learning algorithms for
waiting time prediction as an alternative to the standard queue-
ing theory approaches investigated specific systems with mixed
results regarding the superiority of a particular approach. We pro-
vide a systematic investigation of common violations of queueing
theory assumptions on waiting time prediction in the context of
single-queue many-server systems. These violations include non-
stationarity, nonexponential service times, state-dependent service
times, abandonments, and customers with different priorities. Us-
ing different machine learning models as well as queueing-theory-
based methods, we seek to determine under what regimes machine
learning prediction is to be preferred to queueing-theory-based
predictors. Our results suggest that queueing theory models pro-
duce comparable and frequently better predictions versus machine
learning algorithms at a much lower computational cost. Under
other assumptions, such as high priority for a specific type of
customer, machine learning predictions may outperform queueing
theory predictions. Our results may guide the selection of a delay
prediction approach for service systems.

Index Terms—Delay prediction, machine learning, service
systems, queueing theory.

NOMENCLATURE

Abbreviations

QT Queueing theory.
ML Machine learning.
WT Waiting time.
RF Random forest.
GBR Gradient boosting regression.
ANN Artificial neural network.
QTP Queueing theory predictor.
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HOL Head of line.
LES Last to Enter Service.
FCFS First-come-first-served.
GBM Gradient boosting machine.
VRU Voice response unit.
RMSE Root-mean-squared error.
RRMSE Relative root-mean-square error.
RMeanLoss Relative mean loss.
RNN Recurrent neural network.
LSTM Long short-term memory.

I. INTRODUCTION

S INGLE-QUEUE many-server service systems in which
customers queue until being served are common in many

application areas, such as banking, supermarkets, medical clin-
ics, call and chat centers, post offices, etc. Accurate waiting
time (WT) predictions play a central role in the management
and design of service systems. For example, planning decisions
about the number and type of servers can be fine-tuned when WT
predictions are taken into consideration as can planning appoint-
ment scheduling [1]. When communicated to customers as delay
announcements, WT predictions can affect important system
characteristics, such as customer abandonment. In this context,
inaccurate predictions, specifically underestimating WTs, may
lead customers to perceive their service experience as inade-
quate [2], [3] or cripple the system’s performance [4]. Accurate
WT prediction is, therefore, of great practical importance and is
a key motivation for this research.

Queueing theory (QT), the standard approach underlying the
design of service processes, relies on assumptions about the
customer arrival process, service time and patience distributions,
the service mechanism, and the queue discipline, to name the
primary ones. It has long been known that violations of these
restrictive assumptions, which often occur in practice, may lead
to poor WT approximations [5]. It is also known that queue-
ing models do not capture human factors that may affect the
WT [6], [7].

Consequently, this research investigates alternative prediction
methods to the widely used QT-based ones. Our focus is on
increasingly popular machine learning (ML) algorithms, which
are especially suited to extracting patterns from large amounts
of information stored in service system event logs. Previous re-
search has shown that predicting WT via specific ML algorithms,
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which consider features beyond those considered in QT, can lead
to favorable predictions compared to QT models [8], [9].

Taking into account the claimed inadequacy of QT models for
real-life service systems alongside existing ML approaches, we
believe that it is important to investigate to what extent violations
of QT assumptions that are commonly seen in real-life systems
can affect the performance of WT prediction based on familiar
or adapted QT formulas.

This study was designed to systematically check and quantify
whether QT or ML methods are preferable for WT prediction
for a range of service systems with a single queue and multiple
servers.

We begin our study with “simple and ideal” systems and grad-
ually increase the level of complexity of the examined systems
to those with abandonment and several types of customers.

We investigate the proposition that in the presence of external
features, which may influence WTs, ML algorithms incorporat-
ing those features may provide better WT predictions than QT
methods that do not directly use those features. To this end, we
consider a variety of ML and QT methods including random
forest (RF), gradient boosting regression (GBR), and artificial
neural network (ANN) together with queueing theory predictor
(QTP), head of line (HOL), and Last to Enter Service (LES) for
each examined service system.

The main contributions of this research with respect to current
knowledge include the following:

1) providing a comprehensive benchmark of QT and ML
methods for predicting customer WT in a variety of single-
queue many-server systems characteristic of real-world
service systems;

2) demonstrating the robustness of QT methods for delay
prediction over a wide range of systems;

3) Highlighting the advantages of ML methods in systems
for which the robustness of the QT methods breaks down.

Our conclusions can guide choices of delay prediction ap-
proaches for many real-life service systems. They reflect the
fact that understanding how systems work, combined with even
simple models of them, can achieve results that are better and/or
faster than those obtained by direct mining of historical data.

Section II reviews the relevant literature. In Section III, we
describe the simulator, the datasets, and the study design. The
results follow in Section IV. Then, in Sections V and VI,
we present the study’s implications for research and practice
followed by our conclusions, respectively. Section VII suggests
future research directions.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

We review two streams of literature related to WT prediction
in queueing systems. We start with a brief survey of the vast
literature concerning WT predictions using QT models and
continue to survey ML approaches for predicting WT.

We remind the readers of Kendall’s notation for queueing
systems of the formA/S/N +Ab, whereA describes the arrival
process (often usingM for Poisson arrivals, or GI for general in-
dependent interarrival times),S describes the service time distri-
bution (G for general,M for exponential),N denotes the number

of servers (often denoted s), andAb references a patience param-
eter (θ) or distribution option (M for exponential), if relevant.

Typically, closed-form QT formulas are available only for
simple systems with model parameters that are estimated based
on historical data or on very strong assumptions. For example,
Ambati et al. [10], who developed analytical extensions for an
M/M/s queueing system for a cloud-computing application,
assumed accurate processing and WT predictions for incoming
customers, an assumption that, as they note, is not realistic
for many settings yet required for developing an analytical
model. Thus, a common approach for WT prediction in queueing
systems uses approximations, as we review in the following
paragraph.

Whitt [11] showed that a WT prediction of a new arrival or
of a customer already in a many-server first-come-first-served
(FCFS) queue is often reliable when given the number of cus-
tomers ahead of the designated customer. The author presented
both accurate methods and approximations to predict such WTs.
Different models with different service types, abandonment
schemes, and dependent service times, were analyzed. We ex-
amine the effects of similar real-life system characteristics in
our research. Following the latter work, it was found that two of
the most efficient approximations for GI/M/s models in heavy
traffic regimes, which are also relevant to our research, are the
HOL and LES, also denoted as “snapshot predictors,” developed
by Ibrahim and Whitt [12]. The efficiency of the snapshot
predictors was also shown in a study by Senderovich et al. [13]
who predicted the WT of customers for a specific setting of
a call center using the G/M/s and G/M/S +M formulas as
well as the aforementioned snapshot predictors. They compared
these predictions to a traditional regression-based method by
enhancing the prediction algorithm presented by van der Aalst
et al. [14]. The authors found the snapshot predictors to be
favorable compared to the other predictors. In this research, we
extend the comparison of HOL and LES across different system
characteristics with a variety of other estimation methods.

While the most common queue management policy is FCFS,
we also follow Nakibly [15] who distinguished between systems
that maintain FCFS service discipline, and those that use a
different priority service discipline and skill-based routing. For
each model, the author estimated WTs based on the system state
at the time of prediction. To model a variety of systems, we
adopted Nakibly’s concept of differentiating between the two
system types, and in our systems, implemented both FCFS and
other types of priority rules.

The abundance of available data in the last decade has moti-
vated a second stream of research that uses ML algorithms for
tasks such as financial market predictions (see Krauss [16]), WT
prediction, and many other business applications [17], [18]. This
stream assumes that common data features, such as the day of
the week or the time of day, which are not accommodated by
standard queueing models, can be used to improve the accuracy
of WT prediction.

Accordingly, we review representative ML research that fo-
cuses on WT prediction in service systems. Ang et al. [19]
compared moving average prediction methods with Q-Lasso for
predicting WT for treatments in an emergency department. In
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this case, Q-Lasso, which combines QT and statistical learning,
was applied to a specific tandem system based on existing data.
It is hard to generalize the results to systems with different
characteristics, which is why this article explores a variety of
system characteristics, such as customer queueing policies, time
regimes, abandonments, etc., using different prediction models.
Thiongane and l’Ecuyer [20] predicted customers’ WTs upon
their arrival to a service system via four new predictors. Two
predictors use the snapshot principle and the other two explored
ANN in the context of ML WT prediction and a regression-based
method [21]. In their study, which focused on specific service
system characteristics, the data-driven approaches turned out
to be more accurate than the snapshot-based predictors, which
contradicts the results of other studies such as by Senderovich
et al. [13] who found that the snapshot predictors were more
accurate. We believe that the present article will provide insight
concerning when one predictor may be preferable to another.

Another stream of research models the WT prediction prob-
lem as a classification problem in which the objective is to
classify the WTs into classes, such as short, long, and very
long. Sanit-in and Saikaew [22] used three approaches—1)
queueing models, 2) average time, and 3) RF to classify WTs
into very short, short, long, and very long classes for single
service systems such as post offices or banks. They found that RF
performed the best. Mourõo et al. [9] compared the performance
of queueing models, deep learning, gradient boosting machine
(GBM), and RF algorithms for classifying queue overflows,
which were defined as delays in bank teller queues exceeding 30
min (rather than for estimating individual WTs). In their study,
the GBM algorithm achieved the best results. Following these
and other similar studies, we investigate GBMs counterpart for
WT prediction—GBR as well as RF. Contrary to the classi-
fication approach, we predict a customer’s actual WT, which
we believe is a more appropriate requirement for most service
systems.

With regard to the type of service systems studied and the
predicted performance measure used, there is much diversity.
Some studies focused on simpleM/M/1 queues [23] and others
on systems with an arbitrary structure derived from a specific
application [24]. Most studies include many-server queues in
the service system although under specific assumptions, such
as exponential service times [13], [15], [25]. Predicted perfor-
mance measures also vary, from end-to-end delay in tandem
systems [26], classification of the WT into categories, such as
“long service time” [9], [22] and individual WT prediction.

We focus on service systems with a single queue and multiple
servers, and on WT prediction rather than on end-to-end delay
(or system sojourn time) prediction. The focus on prediction
using queueing models is directly relevant to the tasks of mon-
itoring service systems. With respect to the system’s structure,
we focus on many-server queues, which are typical of many
service systems. In contrast to most prior research that focused
on particular settings, we investigate many different system
characteristics.

The few studies that compared QT and ML models presented
a picture of mixed results vis-á-vis the performance of one type
of model compared to the other. We believe that the mixed results

TABLE I
SERVICE DISTRIBUTION BASED ON JANUARY 2008

may be due to different system characteristics being considered
across the various studies and to the range of methods being
investigated. This article executes the task laid out in [13] of
systematically investigating leading ML and QTPs for WT pre-
diction. Accordingly, we compare WT prediction performance
of ML versus QT-based methods for a variety of service system
characteristics.

III. MODELED SYSTEMS

We study systems with a single queue and multiple servers.
The variety of possible systems within this focus is large, de-
pending on the characteristics of the specific system (such as one
or more customer types, varying arrival and service rates, with or
without abandonment, etc.). Through designed experiments, we
capture what we perceive as the main system configurations. For
each configuration as well as for a real-life system, we investigate
the WT prediction performance of queueing models and ML
algorithms.

We were able to use a data set of calls recorded over 2007–
2009 in a call center of an Israeli bank. The data were provided by
the Service Enterprise Engineering Laboratory (SEELab) at the
Technion, which specializes in service system data gathering,
preprocessing, and maintenance.

Additional details describing the data, their preparation, and
validation, the system configurations and the experiments per-
formed are presented in the following.

A. Description of the Service Process and Related Data

Our data originated from a bank that serves about 6500
incoming calls per day that are directed to an agent, for a variety
of services: Table I presents the requested services with their
relative frequencies based on one month (January 2008). Most
customers are private individuals and not businesses and request
service that includes common personal needs, such as money
transfers, credit card balance, withdrawal history, etc.

The typical flow of an incoming call is as follows: A customer-
originated call enters the call center system, typically via a voice
response unit (VRU). Approximately 35% of the incoming calls
are routed to an agent and the remaining 65% are satisfied with
self-service transactions or via the VRU. The calls requiring
agent service are transferred to an agent with the required skills.
After the service completes, the call either ends or continues if
the customer has another service request. In the latter case, our
data model divides the call into a first subcall that ends when the
first service is fulfilled and a second subcall is initiated. During
each subcall, the customer may leave (abandon) the system while
waiting to speak to the next agent.
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TABLE II
REQUESTED–ANSWERED MATCH DISTRIBUTION; CUSTOMERS WHO

ABANDONED THE SYSTEM BEFORE OBTAINING SERVICE ARE IGNORED AND

HENCE THE ROWS DO NOT SUM TO 100%

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the call center service process.

We explored a month of data with about 2.3 million
calls to characterize system parameters, such as arrival and
abandonment rates, call duration, requested services, etc. In
approximately 800 000 (35%) of the calls, the customer wanted
to speak with an agent. Each of these customers had a specific
request and was directed to a specific service. In some cases,
when the agents of the required service were not available, the
call was redirected to an agent who was assigned to another
service. Table II presents the matching between the requested
service and the answering service.

Consider the service process presented in Fig. 1. The “private”
service on which we focus has two characteristics that make it the
best option to represent our single-queue system: It is the service
with the highest volume of calls (78% compared to the second
highest service with only 7%) and, a relatively high proportion of
the calls are answered by agents designated for private service.

The next step was to investigate the system’s parameters,
such as arrival rates and numbers of agents. These parameters
vary across days of the week and time periods during the day.
Fig. 2 illustrates this variability. Although the figure presents
parameter values for each hour of the day, we focus on the
time period between 8:00 A.M. and 8:00 P.M. during which most
incoming calls arrive. Due to the nonstationary nature of the
explored systems, we also adapted QT formulas as outlined in
Section III-C.

To investigate different system configurations, we imple-
mented a service system simulator. Simulation is commonly
used to estimate system operations and performance [4], [27],
[28]. The simulator code can be found at the link.1 The simulator
was thoroughly validated to assure that it can reproduce data
representing a real system. The validation procedure included
the input of average parameter values: arrival and service rates,
abandonment counts, and number of agents. Based on these in-
puts, individual data, such as customer arrivals and their service

1[Online]. Available: //github.com/elishevachocron/Queueing_simulation

Fig. 2. Average arrival rate and number of agents over a month (January 2008)
as a function of time of day and day of week. (a) Average arrival rate as a function
of time of day and day of week. (b) Average number of agents as a function of
time of day and day of week.

times, were generated and from these, the system dynamics were
simulated. The resulting customer WTs were compared to those
in the real system. We found a good fit between the simulator and
the real system using a 98% confidence interval. The simulator,
through its ability to emulate a variety of service systems,
allowed us to compare different WT prediction methods under
a range of system characteristics.

Using the simulator, we explored queueing systems starting
with a “classic” configuration (steady state, Poisson arrivals,
independent identically distributed service times) for which
queueing models are designed, and then step-by-step introduced
additional features that were observed in the real system, such as
varying arrival rates, varying numbers of agents, abandonments,
and different types of customers. In addition, we investigated
the performance of queueing versus ML methods for a real-life
call-center with complex customer queueing policies. We
now provide more details about the systems with which we
experimented.

B. Experimental Setup

Fig. 3 illustrates the experimental plan underlying our study.
The plan includes experiments with an increasing level of system
complexity that is captured by the following four groups of
systems:
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Fig. 3. Schematic view of the investigated systems. The arrows represent
precedence relations between systems (for example, Combination 1 is the
baseline system with the changes implemented in the two preceding systems.)

1) baseline system;
2) marginal effect group;
3) combinations group;
4) realistic group, including data from simulated realistic

systems and data from a real-life complex system.
The baseline system has constant service and arrival rates

throughout the day, no abandonment, and the same proportion
of “private” and “not private” customers. Moreover, we defined
an exponential distribution for the interarrival times and a log-
normal distribution for the service rate to obtain a basic M/G/n
system. These distributions were chosen in order to create a
“classic” system based on the “average” properties of our data.

The marginal effect group comprised six systems, each of
which was derived from the baseline after the modification
of a single parameter set: service time distribution, abandon-
ment rate, proportions of customer types, state-dependent ser-
vice times, weekday variations, and varying loads through-
out the day. Each experiment was named based on its
marginal effect. The combination group included three systems
that combined several simultaneous variations applied to the
baseline system.

The realistic group included three different simulated systems
with characteristics that were identified in the real system as
well as the data log from the real-world system. The first system
within this group is denoted “customer diversity.” It contains
several types of customers with heterogeneous service times.
This system may reflect the differences among customer popu-
lations. For instance, demographics, such as age or gender may
greatly influence the service time. The second system “customer
diversity without FCFS policy” is identical to the “customer
diversity” system, except for the queue discipline that prioritizes
one type of customer over another. The third experiment called
“realistic system,” which is also a simulated system, reproduces
various properties of the original bank service system (e.g.,
service times, abandonments, number of servers, and arrival
rate). We estimated all the parameters described above based
on the data provided, at an hourly and daily level (estimation
for each day of the week and for each hour of the day). The
data log for this experiment was then generated by the simulator
according to these hourly parameter estimates.

Finally, in the real-life complex system experiment, we stud-
ied the performance of queueing and ML models for the real-life
bank service system. This system contains two types of cus-
tomers and four different types of customer priority. The system
is complex not only due to the empirical arrival, service, and
abandonment rates but also because of the complicated queueing
policy. For example, the priority of customers who start with
lower priority improves every minute they wait. There is also
a policy allowing some customers to skip ahead of earlier cus-
tomers. An additional field indicates the original priority type of
the customer in the original data. This field was added as a feature
in the ML methods. Because of restrictions put in place by the
data owner, we were unable to access more details concerning the
priority adjustment process. This last experiment is thus quite
different from the simulated “Realistic systems” experiments
since the queueing policy is more complex and not really known.
On the other hand, it serves as a good test case for comparing
ML and QT-based methods for such a complex system.

We note further that for all simulation experiments, the system
load was kept high, with server utilization in the range of 0.95
to close to 1. It is mainly in such system regimes that predicting
WT is of importance.

In the next two sections, we provide details of the QT and ML
models that were used to predict WTs.

C. QT-Based Predictors

Before presenting the three QTPs that were used, we provide
some notation. Let L(t) denote the number of customers in the
queue at time t, n and navailable(t) denote the number of agents
allocated to the system and the number of available agents at time
t, respectively, μ is the service rate and θ is the abandonment
rate—the latter rates were estimated from a time window prior
to time t. Nonstationarity of typical service systems requires
adapting parameter estimates to the relevant time period before
substituting them in the queueing theory prediction formulas.
Time window approaches are common when approximating
transient queueing systems [29]. Deciding on the length of the
time window was based on achieving a balance between having
enough observations (aiming for small variance) and yet not
using observations too distant from the time point of interest
(aiming for small bias). We selected a time window of 45 min
based on simulation results by fine-tuning it to capture system
state changes. Making the window smaller than 45 min led
to poor parameter estimation due to insufficient service time
samples resulting in noisy service rate estimation. For the time
window, we calculated the total WTs, the number of abandon-
ments, the service time of the last customer in the system, and
the mean service rate. Using these values, we calculated the
mean service and abandonment rates. The estimation of θ is
based on statistical results that refer to the total number of
abandonments and the total delay for both served and customers
who abandoned [30]. We derive the number of abandonments by
counting the arrivals that were not served. The total delay time
can be computed by summing up the delay of all customers who
experienced queueing including those who received service and
those who did not. The following are the predictors.
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1) QTP: It is defined as

QTP =

{
0, if navailable > 0∑L(t)

i=0
1

nμ+iθ , otherwise.

The parameters μ and θ are estimated based on the state
of the system at time t, and L(t) denotes the queue length
at time t. We used μ̂ and θ̂ as estimated over the selected
time window (the previous 45 min).

2) HOL: Both this and the next predictor are so-called
snapshot predictors. They are based on the idea that in
heavy-traffic regimes, the changes in delay times between
customers are negligible [31, p. 187]. The HOL predicts
the delay of a customer who arrived at t to be equal to the
delay up to time t of the customer at the head of the queue
(the one who will be served next).

3) LES: It predicts that the WT of a newly arrived customer
will equal that of the last customer who entered service.

It should be stressed that in our implementation, the queue-
ing formulas, while quite standard, are in effect continuously
adjusted by taking into consideration the recent history of the
system. This efficient but important adjustment is key to the
robustness of QT-based models.

D. ML Predictors

Several researchers have applied ML algorithms for WT
prediction as detailed in [9], [19], [22], and [25]. Our focus
is on predicting a customer’s WT at the moment they enter the
system.

Our first step was feature selection. We used a set of features
that were available to us within our data and that reflect the state
of the system at time t. Specifically, we classified the features
into the following four categories.

1) Arrival-related features: To describe the customer’s ar-
rival time, we used the day of the week and the arrival
time during the day.

2) Service-related features: The number of customers in ser-
vice for each type of customer and the number of available
and occupied agents in the system at the customer’s arrival
time.

3) Queue-related features: The number of customers in the
queue for each type of customer.

4) Short-term history-related features: This category con-
tains features, calculated within a time window of 45 min,
that capture the transient nature of the service system—see
Section III-C for the full details and motivation for using a
time window approach. For the selected time window, we
calculated the total WTs, the number of abandonments,
the service time of the last customer in the system, and the
mean service rate.

Fig. 4 presents the feature categories with their respective
features. After defining the features for the ML algorithms, we
performed a MinMax normalization for range rescaling to [0,1].
The MinMax normalization brings all features to the same scale
and is defined as

yi =
yoi − min{yo}

max{yo} − min{yo}

Fig. 4. Schematic presentation of the selected features by category.

TABLE III
GRID SEARCH FOR HYPERPARAMETER VALUES

for each original feature yo and for i = 1, . . . , n, where i is the
instance number and there are n data instances for the feature.

We employed three representative ML algorithms reported in
previous research, using the Python Scikit-Learn library. This
library allows straightforward utilization of the learning algo-
rithms; see [32]. The algorithms used are described as follows.

1) RF: RF is an ensemble learning algorithm for classifica-
tion and also, as in our case, for regression. It constructs
an ensemble of decision trees at the training stage. The
prediction of the model is the mean prediction over the in-
dividual trees. This algorithm uses bootstrap aggregating
(bagging) to improve the learner’s performance [33].

2) GBR: Gradient boosting is based on the boosting princi-
ple [34], in contrast to the RF algorithm. It is an ML al-
gorithm for regression and classification problems, which
uses an ensemble of weak prediction models, based on
decision trees. It builds the model in a stagewise fashion
as other boosting methods do and generalizes them by
allowing optimization of an arbitrary differentiable loss
function.

3) ANN: ANN algorithms consisting of arrays of perceptrons,
stacked in several layers, are used for solving complex
problems. We included this algorithm type because of
its good performance for the task at hand as reported
in [9]. Although this latter work dealt with a classification
problem, we used ANN algorithms for the WT prediction
problem.

We used a two-stage exploration–exploitation approach for
hyperparameter tuning. In the exploration stage, we explored a
wide range of hyperparameter values using a coarse grid search
to gain intuition about the appropriate value ranges to use for the
second, exploitation stage. The exploitation included a refined
search of hyperparameter values around the best ranges found
in the first stage. Table III presents the set of hyperparameters
for each algorithm and for both the exploration and exploitation
stages. Note that in the case of ANN, the exploitation stage
allowed for networks with two hidden layers, not originally
considered in the exploration stage. After defining the initial set
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of hyperparameters, we used a well-known grid search heuristic
based on cross-validation [35] to set the best values for each
algorithm. We performed fivefold cross-validation in the training
phase of our ML models to obtain unbiased error estimates and
to avoid overfitting (although RFs are claimed to be immune to
overfitting).

E. Performance Measures

To evaluate the prediction methods for each experimental
setup, we simulated six weeks of data. The first four weeks
were used for training the ML algorithms and the remaining
two weeks for testing and evaluating the models on unseen
data. The QT-based methods, which do not require training,
were evaluated using the test set. We experimented with several
performance measures such as mean absolute error (MAE)
and percentage-based measures that are less appropriate in our
context, when there are many very small denominators (true wait
time values) and the summands are unbounded. The latter leads
to the erratic behavior of the overall measure of percentage-
based measures. We now introduce the notation for our four
performance measures. Let yi be the value of the actual WT for
customer i and ŷi be its prediction by a given method. For n
observations, the different metrics are defined as follows.

1) Root-mean-squared error (RMSE): measures the average
magnitude of the error. It is defined as the square root of the
average of the squared differences between the predictions
and the actual observations

RMSE =

√√√√ 1

n

n∑
i=1

(yi − ŷi)
2.

2) Relative root-mean-square error (RRMSE): This is the
ratio between the RMSE and the mean ȳ. The RRMSE
metric enables comparisons across experiments since the
RMSE itself depends on the size of the WT values, which
vary between experiments. We define the RRMSE as

RRMSE =
RMSE

ȳ

where ȳ = 1
n

∑n
i=1 yi.

3) Mean loss: This measure accommodates a tolerance level
for the error of a prediction. We use it since a small
prediction error should not necessarily be considered as
an error. For example, a difference of 5 s between the
prediction and actual WT is insignificant in practice. The
mean loss metric takes as input a threshold of δ seconds
so that for a difference of less than δ seconds between the
predicted and actual WT, the loss equals 0. The mean loss
for a chosen δ is defined as

MeanLoss =

∑n
i=1 max{|ŷi − yi| − δ, 0}

n
.

We applied this loss function separately in each experi-
ment. We note that mean loss is very similar to the MAE
measure, with the added feature of ignoring insignificantly
small errors.

TABLE IV
RRMSE FOR ALL METHODS AND EXPERIMENTS PRESENTED

TABLE V
RMEANLOSS FOR ALL METHODS AND EXPERIMENTS PRESENTED: δ = 10 S

4) Relative mean loss (RMeanLoss): This is a normalized
version of the mean loss, which is divided by the aver-
age WT. It can be used to compare performance across
experiments. Mathematically

RMeanLoss =
MeanLoss

ȳ
.

IV. THE RESULTS

The RRMSE and RMeanLoss performance measures are pre-
sented in Tables IV and V for the “Baseline,” “Marginal effect,”
“Combination,” and “Realistic” system groups, as defined in
Section III-B. Best values per row are in bold font.

We begin by discussing the results for the first three groups
of experiments: 1) Baseline, 2) Marginal effect, and 3) Combi-
nation. We note that for the QT-based predictors, QTP performs
best, sometimes much better than HOL and LES. While in
several earlier studies HOL and LES provided a good way to
predict the WT of a specific customer, here they are inferior
to our (adapted) QTP. This result can be explained by the fact
that although LES and HOL capture the current state of the
system, so does our version of QTP, which is calculated using
parameters estimated over a recent time window. Moreover, the
snapshot estimators may be biased in a system with long WTs
since the system parameters may change during the time the
customer spends in the queue. These predictions also suffer
from relatively high variance because the prediction is based
on a single observed WT. Fig. 5 presents the snapshot predictor
results compared to those of QTP. For the sake of clarity, the
results are displayed for a subset of experiments. The results for
the remaining experiments are presented in Table IV.
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Fig. 5. RRMSE for queueing methods.

TABLE VI
COMPUTATIONAL TRAINING TIME OF THE ML ALGORITHMS (IN MINUTES)

Regarding the ML algorithms, the results indicate that the
difference in performance between the best ML algorithms,
typically GBR or ANN, and QTP is insignificant for most of the
investigated systems in the first three groups. It is expected that
the cost of applying ML algorithms, both in terms of running
time (see Table VI) and of the required effort to prepare and
maintain a supervised dataset, should be justified by a significant
improvement in performance. Based on these results, we may
infer that using ML for such tasks is not justified, since the ML
and QTP results are comparable. Simply put, it seems that for
all the systems discussed so far, the external features that were
used beyond what is needed by the queueing models, such as
weekdays (including a weekly cycle with significantly increased
arrivals on a specific day), did not help the ML predictions
outperform our adapted QTP. The main explanation is that
our implementation of the QTP method indirectly captures the
different behaviors during different days—e.g., different arrival
rates—by an adaptive calculation of the arrival rate based on
a moving time window. We also speculate that external char-
acteristics such as the weather would also be captured by our
QTP implementation, even if weather impacts parameters such
as call arrival rates. The latter impact could occur, for example,
on stormy days when we may expect a higher number of calls
to the call center and fewer actual visits to the bank.

Thus far, the discussion of our results has focused on systems
complying with the following characteristics.

1) Queueing customers are prioritized based on an FCFS rule.
2) There are many servers at a single “station.”
3) There is a single queue.

Fig. 6. RRMSE results for the “realistic” experiments group.

We now turn to the last group of three realistic experi-
ments. The first and third comply with the above characteristics,
whereas the second does not. We changed the proportions of cus-
tomer types, accentuated their service rate differences, and for
the second experiment, also changed the FCFS priority into a rule
that prioritizes the “not private” customers. Fig. 6 presents the
performance (according to RRMSE) of the best ML algorithms
and QTP for the “realistic” experiments group. ANN and GBR
exhibit comparable performance with respect to QTP for all but
the case without the FCFS policy. In the latter case, all three ML
algorithms outperform the QTP method. The reason is that these
learning algorithms use information concerning the numbers of
customers of each type receiving service, encoded in the features
“in service private” and “in service not private.” We verified that
the importance of these features is increased for all three systems
with heterogeneous customers via an impurity-based feature
importance comparison [36]. Moreover, the “type” of customer
feature became highly important in the system that violates the
FCFS rule and gives priority to “not private” customers.

Since the “not private” group was given higher priority, we
can easily infer that if the customer is from the “not private”
group, their WT should tend to be less than or equal to that
of a “private” customer. We also considered two adaptations
of QTP computations to try and capture this inference. The first
computation (which is the one presented in Fig. 6) is based on the
original QTP formula presented in Section III-C where the sum
is performed over the L(t) = q1 + q2 customers in the queue. In
the second computation, the sum is performed over the L(t) =
q2 customers in the “high priority” group queue: Intuitively, we
focus on the “high priority” customers in the queue in order to
predict the WT of a customer with “high priority.” Although the
second computation leads to better results over the original QTP,
in both computations of QTP, ML algorithms (especially GBR
and ANN) produced significantly better results.

We may deduce from this experiment that in more complex
systems (such as systems with priority rules different from
FCFS), the ML algorithms can outperform QTP. For such
systems, one could alternatively propose developing specific
queueing formulas. Such a task, which may well be of theoretical
interest, is generally nontrivial. One such attempt was the sec-
ond computation formula for the QTP method just mentioned.
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Fig. 7. GBR feature importance for the customer heterogeneity experiment
with priority policy.

Fig. 8. GBR feature importance for the real-life complex system.

Even though QTPs performance increased with this customer-
adapted approach, the gap observed vis-á-vis ML remained
significant.

The message here is that ML algorithms have the ability to
adapt themselves to complex systems, by means of additional
handcrafted features. These features can usually be derived in a
simple manner and are much more accessible than developing
a whole new analytical analysis for the more complex system.
For instance, in this experiment, the incorporation of the priority
“type” feature was sufficient to maintain the good performance
of the ML algorithms in this more complex situation (see Fig. 7).

This last inference was supported by our investigation of the
“Real-life Complex System” in which the queue priority is more
complex and the service policy is unclear. In this experiment, we
discovered a performance gap between ML and QT. The poor
performance of the HOL predictor is explained by the complex-
ity of the service policy. Some customers may stay in the queue
for a long time since the system identifies them as “undesirable”
customers or customers with low priority. The ML methods
took advantage of an additional feature—the customer-priority
feature that was added using the One-Hot-Encoder method.
Fig. 8 presents the contribution of this feature to one of the
ML methods (GBR).

V. IMPLICATIONS FOR RESEARCH AND PRACTICE

Managing service system operations requires tools to interact
with and inform customers as well as to monitor for possible

congestion and subsequent customer dissatisfaction. One such
tool involves predicting WTs for arriving customers. This study
shows that for single queues with multiple servers and diverse
customer types, adapted queueing models can often provide
adequate predictions. This result is contrasted with the queue-
mining option of using an often large repository of historic
data logs together with ML algorithms to produce a complex
prediction model. There are, however, structural changes in
system regimes for which the latter queue-mining approach is
advantageous. The research implications of this observation in-
clude investigating similar phenomena when predicting sojourn
times in larger queueing networks or for systems with unknown
underlying protocols.

For engineering management practice, especially if system
protocols are predesigned and known, the implication is that
adapting queueing models can provide a direct approach to
predicting arriving customers’ WTs and are often more accurate
than using ML tools. On the other hand, if the system’s operating
protocols deviate significantly from the usual QT assumptions,
the manager will need to consider ML options. In such cases,
knowledge of the system’s operating protocols will be a critical
component of ensuring that relevant features extracted from the
data logs are available to train the prediction model.

There are also other dimensions beyond accuracy for compar-
ing QT and ML predictors. The computational effort has already
been mentioned. Interpretability is also a concern. Even if one
obtains the importance ranking of features provided to an ML
algorithm, we still do not know how those important features
influence the predictions. The QTP formulas can provide a very
precise explanation of the effect of changing parameters such as
average service or abandonment rates on predictions.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this study, we investigated the WT prediction problem, a
key ingredient for the effective management of service systems,
over a range of single-queue many-server queueing systems
using different ML and QT methods.

Our experimental set-up allowed us to examine the effects
on the performance of a broad spectrum of system characteris-
tics such as abandonment, different service time distributions,
state-dependent service times, load varying by period, weekday
variation, system size, customer heterogeneity, and unbalanced
proportions of customer types. An important conclusion is that
the QTP method based on parameter estimates from a recent
history time window outperforms or is comparable with ML
algorithms for a range of systems with a single queue, multiple
servers and the FCFS priority policy. Taking into account the
higher computational effort and the limited interpretability of
ML algorithms, QTP methods, based on adapting parameters
through a time window, are a leading alternative for predicting
the WT of a specific customer.

The information provided to ML algorithms by external fea-
tures such as weather or day of the week is already encoded
within the adaptive QTP. These features influence WTs through
their impact on the evolving QTP parameters, which are incor-
porated in the WT prediction. As a result, these external features
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by themselves do not provide useful additional information to
ML algorithms.

These conclusions should transfer to many service systems
as they reflect the fact that understanding how systems work
together with even simple models can generate results better
and/or faster than those obtained by directly mining historical
data.

Nevertheless, when the real system being studied deviates
in a fundamental way from a simple model, such as when the
priority policy diverges significantly from FCFS, ML algorithms
can provide a good alternative to predict the WT of a specific
customer. On the other hand, if one is able to extend queueing
model formulas to non-FCFS queues, using them could again
improve the predictions compared to ML. When turning to ML
models, one must also take care that the training set is sufficiently
large to cover a wide range of possible scenarios as well as ensure
a careful selection of features to be used as inputs to the learning
algorithms.

When WT prediction cannot be accommodated by simple
adaptations of QT-based methods, the use of ML algorithms
may well be a worthwhile alternative to developing specialized
queueing models, even if one needs to pay the price of extra
computational and interpretability costs. The article provides
some useful guidance concerning the conditions under which
adapted prediction formulas can outperform ML methods. On
the other hand, it acknowledges the existence of real-world
systems, for which the regime is complex and possibly unknown,
and for which ML algorithms can provide a general fallback
approach.

VII. FUTURE WORK

We suggest several directions for future research.
One approach could be to extend QT-based predictors beyond

those we used that were based on the work in [37]. For exam-
ple, one could consider adapting LES and HOL predictors—
see [20]—for improving the QTPs by basing them more deeply
on system characteristics as in Senderovich et al. [25] for mul-
ticustomer classes.

A second research direction is to study ML algorithms for
systems in which the three basic assumptions described above
do not hold. Here we only investigated the case of non-FCFS
systems. Among the other types of deviations one could con-
sider, for example, multistation/multiqueue networks. For such
systems, more adaptive ML algorithms, such as recurrent neu-
ral network (RNN) and specifically long short-term memory
(LSTM), could provide better predictions.

Moreover one could investigate the advantages of ML meth-
ods when applied to a wider range of operations research prob-
lems, such as the Newsvendor problem—see [38], [39].

Finally, we saw that QTP based on recent history led to good
performance over a large number of systems. In the scope of this
research, we used a uniform time window, but there may be better
alternatives such as using a smooth time-varying adjustment of
the window interval. Fine-tuning or adapting the time window
is a natural future research direction.
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